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About Us

Astroeshop provides the finest astrological services around
the globe, here we provide you the best facilities about
Yantra, Rudraksha, and Gems as well as accurate horoscope
prediction by the world’s top astrologer Acharya Indu Prakash
Ji. Astroeshop helps you for a better future and provides the
best effective treatments and remedies for those struggling
or facing problems. Acharya Indu Prakash helps you to break
the barrier of your life.



Kundli

Visit Astroeshop.com and search your desired
Kundali, communicate with our World’s best
astrologers and get your Janam Kundli online. In
addition, you can also get in touch with our World’s
famous Astrologer to get astrology Janam Kundli,
Birth Kundli, Janam Kundali in hindi, Matchmaking
Kundli, Mundan muhurat. Make your Special Moment
More Special by doing on Auspicious Time.

https://www.astroeshop.com/product-category/kundli/
https://www.astroeshop.com/product/matchmaking-kundli/
https://www.astroeshop.com/product/matchmaking-kundli/
https://www.astroeshop.com/product/baby-good-time/


Rudraksha

Astroeshop welcomes you to your very own virtual
astrology shopping store where you will get 100%
access to quality products like Gemstones, Kundli,
Yantras, Rudraksha, Navagraha Yantras, 5 Mukhi mala
and Astrology services online at Best prices. Solve
the questions about your life and make the most of
this opportunity. We cater to your needs and offer
lab-certified and powered products at pocket-
friendly prices.

https://www.astroeshop.com/product-category/rudraksha/


Gemstones

Gemstones: Our modern world is built on
technology, and some of the smallest rocks and
minerals find their way into our phones and
devices. To alleviate digital overload, people are
using healing stones to reconnect with nature,
prioritize self-care, practice meditation, and
increase their well-being. Who can resist the
undeniable beauty of healing stones? But they are
much more than just eye candy.

https://www.astroeshop.com/product-category/gemstones/


Yantras

The Yantra is an instrument created by the power
of mantras. The mantras channelize energies of the
Universe for various purposes. Every yantra is
made by invoking these chants on a special paper.
The paper has a set of numbers written on it in a
grid. These are written in special ink. The paper is
energized by the chanting. It is touched by pics
and holy objects. This is then folded and put into a
silver casing.

https://www.astroeshop.com/product-category/yantras/
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